
 
 

Ian Matthews “Go For Broke” / “Hit & Run” BGO Records 
 
Circa 1976/77, post-Elektra and before a stint with Rockburgh Records, Ian stopped off at CBS Records 
for a couple of albums. “Go For Broke” was recorded in Nashville and produced by Norbert Putnam 
and Glen Spreen, while the late Nikolas K. Venet [d. 1998] took the helm for the subsequent “Hit & 
Run” with the sessions taking place in Hollywood, California. Discounting compilations, in a recording 
career that now spans forty years, Ian has released over sixty studio and live albums either as a solo act, 
or in duos, trios and in bands – an exceptional longevity and somewhat unusual in a ‘business’ that is 
forever seeking the “next commercial breakthrough.” Frankly, for me ‘the business’ has always been 
about music, not commerce! Whether originally released on vinyl or CD, pretty much all of Ian’s back 
catalogue - even his 1990’s Watermelon label releases – has been reissued on CD although this is the 
first occasion that “Go For Broke” and “Hit & Run” has surfaced in that format. Good on ya’ BGO.   
 
Post his membership of Fairport Convention [1967/69], in the process of cutting “Matthews Southern 
Comfort” [1970], Ian turned his hand to writing songs while also including material by contemporary 
writers on his albums. It wasn’t until the appearance of “God Looked Down” [1996] that an album was 
solely composed of Ian Matthews’ originals, although “Skeleton Keys” [1992] came darned close. I 
guess it’s a Homer[Simpson]ism to relate that a significant number of the cover songs on “Go For 
Broke” date from the 1960’s! Duh! They include the album opener “Darkness, Darkness,” a mainstay of 
late 1960’s sets by The Youngblood’s and was penned by the band’s founder Jesse Colin Young. Post 
his days with the band Them, Belfast [Northern Ireland] bred Van Morrison enjoyed an early solo career 
# 10 hit single in the U.S. with his “Brown Eyed Girl.” A few months earlier, during the summer of 1967, 
“Groovin’,” penned by band alumni Felix Cavalieri and Eddie Brigati Jr., saw The Young Rascals score a 
U.S. # 1 single. Tim Moore’s “A Fool Like You” opened his 1974 self-titled debut album for David 
Geffen’s, at the time, fledgling Asylum label. Manchester [England] band, The Hollies, enjoyed a 1964 # 
2 U.K. hit single with the Doris Payne/Gregory Carroll composition “Just One Look,” and “Go For 
Broke” closes with “When The Morning Comes” penned by Daryl Hall of Hall and Oates. The latter 
number had opened Hall & Oates’ “Abandoned Luncheonette” [1973]. The ‘music business’ is littered 
with curious connections - Tim Moore and Daryl Hall were once members of a band called Gulliver that 
cut a 1970 self-titled album for Elektra Records. 
 
As for Matthews’ penned numbers on “Go For Broke,” supported by the Muscle Shoal Horns c/w a 
Harvey Thompson sax solo, Ian’s “I’ll Be Gone” is a workmanlike number that, subjectively, gives 
witness to the parting of lovers. Opened by a Beatles sounding guitar intro, the lyrically obtuse Matthews 
and Jay Lacy co-write “Rhythm Of The West” might be a love song? Later, it became the title of a now 
defunct Ian Matthews newsletter, while the highly rhythmic [road/love song] “[For The] Lonely Hunter” co-
written with Tommy Lee Nunes reappeared Ian’s on “Spot Of Interference” [1980]. Matthews’ final 
contribution to “Go For Broke” is the funky sounding “Steamboat.”  
 
“Hit And Run” opens with Terry Reid’s “The Frame” and moves straight on to “One Day Without You” 
from the pen of John Martyn. Martyn [real name Iain David McGeachy was born in England of Scottish 
descent] included the song on “Sunday’s Child” [1975]. The only other “Hit And Run” cover, “Help To 
Guide Me [I Need Your Help],” was penned by Richard Stekol, a member of The Funky Kings, a mid 
1970’s group whose membership included songwriters Jules Shear and Jack Tempchin. The Kings cut 
one self-titled album for Arista Records, a collection that included “Help To Guide Me.” During his career 
Matthews has recorded a number of Jules Shear tunes, including, the introductory instrumental apart, 
the other eleven tracks that composed his Windham Hill release “Walking A Changing Line” [1988].  
 



Jay Lacy first worked with Matthews on the 1973 Michael Nesmith produced Elektra album “Valley Hi,” 
and plays guitar on both of Ian’s CBS albums. Where “Go For Broke” featured one song penned by the 
pair, a handful of such collaborations appear on “Hit And Run.” Strange to relate one of their 
collaborations is titled “Just One Look” – it’s a road/love song, and the others amount to the tender ballad 
“I Will Not Fade Away,” “Tigers Will Survive” – a reworking of a Matthews composition from his 1972 
Vertigo label album of the same name, “Shuffle” - a jazzy sax heavy number, plus the six-minute long 
album title track – another treatise on the subject of love. Matthews and Lacy apart, the “Hit And Run” 
session players included Steve Hooks [sax, flute] and Don Whaley [bass, vocals] and along with ‘the 
Bobby’s’ Wright and Guidotti, the foregoing sextet are credited with penning the almost five minute long, 
band workout “Times.”  
 
Folkwax Score 7 out of 10 
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